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5b.) So how did it prove there is no ether? 

Gravitational Waves Explained    3:19
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4GbWfNHtHRg&feature=share
1.) So what is the video's explanation of orbits?

2.)  When are gravitational waves produced? 

             3.) Redraw the image at the 58 second mark:

4.) What are the two things about a pair of objects that has 
to be true before significant gravity waves are produced? 

5.) What is the one measurement that is not affected by a gravity wave? 

6.) How does LIGO determine if a gravity wave passes it? 
 You can make a labeled drawing if it will help.    

Gravitational Waves Hit The Late Show  8:20
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ajZojAwfEbs
7.) When did Einstein predict Gravitational Waves? _____________

8.)  How much would a gravity wave compress and stretch the earth (and us)?  

9.) What does LIGO stand for?   

Where are the two LIGOs located? 

10.) Why is there an interference pattern between the laser beams? 

11.) What two possible things can we study with gravitational disturbances? 

Those 7 Times Neil deGrasse Tyson Nearly Lost It   13:20     
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wdDJ7PGBzXg
12.) What does Tyson say science is? 

13.) Who is more in denial?  the left or the right? 

14.) Why were the 1920's a watershed decade in science? 

15.) What did Hubble discover in 1926?               in 1929?

16.) Name 4 things Quantum Mechanics has given us 

17.) What are the top four elements needed for life?

What are the top 5 elements in the Universe?

18.) What is the only way to invent tomorrow? 
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15 things you didn't know about Elon Musk  15:41
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pAmd68ZgGE0
19.) How much did 12 year old Elon make for his game? 

20.) How long did Musk stay in grad school at Stanford? 

21.) Describe Musk's future submarine:

22.) What are a few of the companies owned by the Paypal Mafia? 

23a.) What is a Maksha Moment? 

23b.) What did Musk do in his maksha moment? 

24.) What does he think is the biggest threat to the human race?  

Those 7 Times Lisa Randall Made Our Brains Hurt  13:06
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8opg27CPt40
25.) What is one of the roles Dark Matter played in the formation of galaxies? 

26.) What is her "Brane reason" why we can not go into higher dimensions? 

27.) So what is her explanation about why gravity is so weak to us? 

28.) Does she believe gravity is quantized? 

29.) How does she describe a graviton? 

30.) What does the extinction of the dinosaurs have to do with our solar system bobbing up and 
down and is goes around the center of the Milky Way and Dark Matter? 


